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SiPM gain measurement with LED runs 
 
In this exercise you will determine the gain (in arbitrary units) for a SiPM with its readout 
chain. This will be done by looking into so-called SinglePhotonSpectra (SPS), where very low 
light intensities are measured in a SiPM, such that you can see individual peaks for the 
number of fired pixels. The gain is given by the distance between the peaks. 
 

 

 
Goal: 

• Learn if the gain depends on light intensity 

• Learn if the gain depends on SiPM bias voltage 
 

 

The setting of the light intensity via a voltage for our LED system (Step 1) and the actual 
measurement (Step 2) are done on a Windows PC with Labview. The data analysis (Steps 3A-
D) are done on a Linux PC.  
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Step 1: Choose the settings you want 
 
You will take a number of runs with different settings: 

1) A pedestal file. The pedestal is the “zero” on your ADC scale, meaning the value you 
get if there is no signal in the SiPM. You take it with LED voltage set to 0 mV 

2) Several runs with different LED voltages. This means the amount of light injected into 
the scintillator changes.  

3) (if time allows) a few runs with the same LED voltage, but changed SiPM bias voltage. 
 

To do the settings 

• Go to “Calibration” Tab  
o In the “Delay Lines” section, make sure that values are 13, 110, 40; click on 

“Set” 
o In “DACs (VCALIB)” section choose “ON”. Enter the LED voltage in the field for 

“DAC 1” (typically values between 5400 and 6000 mV make sense, 0mV for 
the pedestal run). Click “Write”  

o in "Enable Section", check that "Trig_Ext synchr. (1)" is on, "TCALIB1 (5)" on 
and "Pre_Bias 2" on; if not, change and click "Set" 

o the picture below shows the correct settings for a LED run with 5400 mV 
In all steps the indicator next to the “Set” or “Write” should turn (or stay) green. If 
not, contact instructor. 
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• if time allows: change the bias voltage of the SiPM (careful please, this might 
damage the SiPMs). Go to the “Calibration” tab. The important part now is the lower 
part of the middle section. The detector provides 3 bias voltage lines, we only use 
one here, HV1. All three can be adjusted with the help of DACs that take values 
between 0 and 127 and can change the bias voltage in total by ~4 V. First check the 
current setting by clicking on “Read”[1] close to HV1 setting. The default value is 69, 
it corresponds to bias voltage of ~60.9 V (overvoltage of ~5 V). To vary the bias 
voltage by ~0.5 V up or down, you can change the settings to 83 or 55, respectively. 
You do that by entering the value below “HV1_ADJ”[2] and clicking on “Adjust” [3]. 
Check again with “Read”. 

o Then check/change the LED voltage settings, take a run, and analyse it! 
o Please set the value back to 69 at the end! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1    2    3    
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Step 2: Take a run 
 

• if you have not yet created your own data directory, do it now as new folder in 
D:\AHCAL\data\ 

• Go to "Lab: Take Data" Tab  
o Enter the new file name with the full path for this run (Hint: include 

“pedestal” or the LED voltage in the file name). DO NOT FORGET TO CHANGE 
FOR A NEW RUN!  

o Choose the number of cycles (will be the number of events per channel and 
memory cell, should be at least 1000, not more than 3000), make sure that 
“No. ext. Trig” is 16. Click “Config”. 

o Now you are ready to go! Start the run by clicking on “Start”. 
If everything worked, the “current cycle” should count up, and you should see 
a moving pattern of red (and maybe white) dots. These are the measured 
amplitudes for all channels and all memory cells on one ASIC, LowGain in the 
upper panel, HighGain in the lower panel. Ask your supervisor for more 
explanations. 
 

 
 

 

• Take a pedestal run, a run with an LED voltage of 5400mV, and a few 
more 
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Step 3: analyze the data 
You need a pedestal run and at least one LED run 
 
The analysis of the data is done on the Linux PC, where the data directory of the Labview PC 
is mounted on /home/calice/EDIT2020/data/LabviewPC/ 
 
The analysis proceeds in several steps: 

 
 

A. Conversion from text to root file 
B. Extraction of the pedestal value: The pedestal defines the “zero” of your 

measurement. The pedestal position is defined as the position of the amplitude 
distribution for no signal (LED voltage 0) and is taken as the mean value of a Gaussian 

fitted to the data. The pedestal position may be different for every channel/chip and 
also (this is very important) for every memory cell. The spread of the pedestal 

position among different memory cells in one specific channel affects the data 

making wider the ADC distributions when we study all memory cell together.  
C. Gain Calibration: This extracts the gain of the SiPM-ASIC system from so-called 

SinglePhotonSpectra. To gain statistics we combine all memory cells for a given 

channel, so we need to subtract the memory-cell-wise pedestal. The program 
performs a MultiGaussian fit on the Spectra. For comparison it also does a fit with a 

Fourier Transform (FFT). 
D. Determination of the Mean Gain for each channel: For many channels we have gain 

values for more than one LED voltage, so if they are consistent, we can average 

them.  

 
 
  

https://flcwiki.desy.de/MultiGaussian
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Step 3A: Convert2ROOT (Converts .txt files to .root files) 
The data is saved by the Labview program in ASCII format. This part of the code converts 
these files to more manageable root files. 
 

The text file contains 12 columns: nHits, iEvt, BunchXID, CycleNr, ChipID, MemoryCell, 
channel, HighGain, LowGain, Hit_Bit, Gain_Bit 

The relevant for us are:  

ChipID: identity of the chip, is not hardcoded in the chip itself but set in the slow control 
files. 

MemoryCell: Memory cell (0-15) 

Channel: channel (0-35)  

HighGain: signal amplitude measured in the high gain branch of the ASIC, in ADC counts 

LowGain: signal measured in the low gain branch of the ASIC, in ADC counts  

 

• Open Terminal 

• Go to directory /home/calice/EDIT2020/data and create a new directory for the 
output files by mkdir [FOLDER] 

• Go to the folder /home/calice/EDIT2020/flchcalsoftware/ and run the conversion 
software with  
./myInstall/bin/convert_root [INPUT FOLDER] [OUTPUT FOLDER] USB 

 

Where:  
[INPUT FOLDER] is /home/calice/EDIT2020/data/[directory on windows PC] 
[OUTPUT FOLDER] is the new directory you just created 

The output is a root file for each *.txt. file in [INPUT FOLDER]. The root files contain a TTree 
with an entry for each line of the data *.txt file (an entry for each channel that has been 

stored in the data text file). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://flcwiki.desy.de/EvtNr
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Step 3B: Pedestal Extraction 

This program extracts a pedestal for each chip, channel and memory-cell. It produces a file 
that can be used as input for the gain calibration. 

The input for this program is the *.root file for a LED scan with 0 voltage.  

• Execute the program by ./myInstall/bin/pedestal_memcell 
[INPUT_PEDESTAL_ROOTFILE] [OUTPUT_FOLDER] 0 0 

 

Where:  

First zero is the (ADC/TDC) mode and second zero is the Trigger mode 
The output folder can be the same as before  
 

It produces two output files:  
- a .tsv file containing the Mean/RMS pedestal for all memory cells (from 1 to 16) and the 

relative shift of each memory cell.  
- a root file (Pedestal_spectrum.root) with pedestal distributions for all channels, chips 

and memory cells. 

• Look into the Pedestal_spectrum.root and check for a few channels. 

• Compare different memory cells for the same channels. 

Example of the pedestal_offsets_in.tsv file:  
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Step3C: Gain Calibration 

This program performs the extraction of the gain for each chip and channel. It takes a 
rootfile of a standard LED run as input and the pedestal file (.tsv) ) in order to produce ADC 
spectra for each channel and then fit them. 

• Execute the program by ./myInstall/bin/gain_ledcalib [INPUT ROOT FILE] 
[INPUT_PEDESTAL_FILE] [OUTPUT_FOLDER] 0 [RUN NUMBER] [VCALIB] 

 

Where: 

 VCALIB is the LED voltage  

 RUN NUMBER is arbitrary  
 

The output consists of several files (XXXX is the LED voltage in mV):  
- Fit_qualityXXXX.root: contains results related to the quality of the fits  
- SPS_allXXXX.root: contains all the ADC histograms (for all channels and chips) 
- SPS_fitXXXX.root: contains the fitted histograms and the histograms that satisfy some 

minimum requirements. 
- gainfits_XXXX.tsv: text file with the gain values. Six columns: Chip, channel, gain 

(multigaussian), gain (FFT), errorgain (multigaussian), Chi2(multigaussian) 

Example of a SPS with MultiGaussian fit 

Look into SPS_fitXXXX.root and SPS_allXXXX.root 

o Why are some channels not fitted? 
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• Compare one channel for different LED voltages.  
o Does the gain depend on LED voltage? 

Step 3D: Gain Mean  

If the gain determined for a given channel could be determined for more than 1 LED voltage, 
we can improve the uncertainty by averaging the gain values. In addition, for channel where 

no gain could be determined for any LED voltage, the average gain of all channels on that 

chip is taken.  

• run the code by ./myInstall/bin/gain_mean [INPUT FOLDER] [OUTPUT_FOLDER] 200 0 
[MAX GAIN]  

 

 where [MAX GAIN] is the maximum gain you expect (50 is a reasonable value) 

The output consists of  
- Gain_distribution.root: Contains the gain distribution for all channels and the gains from 

individual channels 

- MeanGainList.txt: text file with the gain values 
 

Example of a gain distribution: 

 

 

• Look into Gain_distribution.root  
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o How much does the gain vary within a chip? How much for the whole 
board? 

• If you have taken data for several SiPM bias voltages: compare them 
o How does the gain depend on the bias voltage? How on the overvoltage? 

(create a new output folder for different bias voltages) 
 
 


